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SUMMARY

Properties making Ti and its alloys popular implant materials are determined by manufacturing conditions. With introduction of cast Ti into the dental fraternity, alternative methods of implant fabrication are possible. This study determined and compared differences in bio-acceptability between surface characteristics of machined and cast Ti and Ti-alloy in relation to materials used, fabrication procedure employed, surface enhancements and Radio Frequency Glow Discharge Treatment (RFGDT). Discs of 6.35mm diameter, 2mm thick, were prepared using cpTi and Ti6Al4V by machining and casting, and specific topographies were introduced. The first group of surfaces was from machining and casting procedures (controls). The second group was surfaces enhanced according to proprietary specifications of Southern Implants (SI). The third group was experimentally enhanced surfaces (ES). Enhancement included grit blasting and acid etching. From each group 21 of 24 samples were RFGDT. Electron Spectroscopy and Profilometric analysis of the Ti surfaces determined chemical composition, oxide thickness and surface roughness. Growth of human gingival fibroblasts and osteoblast-like cells, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) determined in vitro bio-acceptability of different samples. Surface chemical composition was the same for cpTi and Ti6Al4V samples. Cast and enhanced samples were different from machined samples with higher % concentration of Sodium and Aluminium (p<0.05). RFGDT reduced Carbon and other surface contaminants and enhanced the Oxygen and Titanium atomic % concentration (p<0.05). The Sodium and Aluminium atomic % concentration was not affected. The major surface peak was TiO₂ for Ti and oxygen peaks varied considerably between machined and cast samples. Surface topography of cast samples had higher surface analysis values compared to machined samples (p<0.05). RFGDT increased surface area and Rp values (p<0.05). No significant differences in
oxide thickness were observed between materials employed, but it was significantly higher for cast and enhanced samples. RFGDT significantly increased oxide thickness of samples. Fibroblasts showed significant increases in % attachment efficiency and proliferation (%AEP) with time while osteoblast-like cells showed a significant decrease with time. The %AEP of fibroblasts and osteoblast-like cells on different samples was not significantly different. Cast Ti6Al4V control and machined Ti6Al4V SI samples had relatively higher %AEP for osteoblast-like cells than the control or other samples. SEM revealed that fibroblasts and osteoblast-like cells displayed similar attachment behaviour. On machined surfaces cells spread, displaying the underlying topography while on cast and enhanced surfaces cells attached to the available peaks and used these attachments to suspend themselves over the surface. Filopodia were responsible for the attachment of cells. Significant differences in chemical composition were introduced by casting and surface enhancement procedures. RFGDT significantly reduced the concentration of Carbon and other contaminants on the surface exposing the surface Titanium oxide. Cast samples had rougher surface topography than machined samples. RFGDT significantly increased surface area and peak height. Casting, surface enhancement and RFGDT significantly increased oxide thickness. With time fibroblasts showed significant increases in %AEP while osteoblast-like cells significant decreases. Fibroblasts tended to proliferate on relatively smooth surfaces whereas osteoblast-like cells favored rougher surface topography produced by casting and surface enhancement.
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